New Approach and Practical Modelling of Bead Milling Process for the Manufacturing of Nanocrystalline Suspensions.
Stirred media milling is the main technology for producing colloidal nanocrystalline suspensions. A number of studies have been reported on the effect of different operating parameters for lab, pilot, and industrial scales. However, typical milling tool box that can be used to support candidate from selection up to phase III clinical supplies can involve different mill configurations. This article describes a parametric study and milling kinetic modelling of the different mills. The impact of active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) type and process parameters on milling kinetics was determined. The milling kinetics were modeled using an empirical model which allows for predicting and simulation of milling kinetics of stirred annular and pin mills. The proposed model was found to accurately fit milling kinetics whatever the API considered, technology employed, and the process parameters used for milling. Moreover, the model was found to be able to ensure the process transfer from one mill to another.